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Abstract
Properties of nuclear matter are investigated in the framework of relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-
Fock model with the latest high-precision charge-dependent Bonn (pvCD-Bonn) potentials, where
the coupling between pion and nucleon is adopted as pseudovector form. These realistic pvCD-
Bonn potentials are renormalized to effective nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions, Gmatrices. They
are obtained by solving the Blankenbecler-Sugar (BbS) equation in nuclear medium. Then, the
saturation properties of symmetric nuclear matter are calculated with pvCD-Bonn A, B, C poten-
tials. The energies per nucleon are around −10.72 MeV to −16.83 MeV at saturation densities,
0.139 fm−3 to 0.192 fm−3 with these three potentials, respectively. It clearly demonstrates that
the pseudovector coupling between pion and nucleon can generate reasonable saturation properties
comparing with pseudoscalar coupling. Furthermore, these saturation properties have strong cor-
relations with the tensor components of NN potentials, i.e., the D-state probabilities of deuteron,
PD to form a relativistic Coester band. The equations of state of pure neutron matter from pvCD-
Bonn potentials are almost identical, since the prominent difference of pvCD Bonn potentials are
the components of tensor force, which provides very weak contributions in the case of total isospin
T = 1. In addition, the charge symmetry breaking (CSB) and charge independence breaking (CIB)
effects are also discussed in nuclear matter from the partial wave contributions with these high-
precision charge-dependent potentials. In general, the magnitudes of CSB from the differences
between nn and pp potentials are about 0.05 MeV, while those of CIB are around 0.35 MeV from
the differences between np and pp potentials. Finally, the equations of state of asymmetric nuclear
matter are also calculated with different asymmetry parameters. It is found that the effective
neutron mass is larger than the proton one in neutron-rich matter.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The infinite nuclear matter is a fundamental study subject in nuclear physics, where
protons and neutrons compose a uniform many-body system in the nuclear matter. Due
to the translation invariance and rotation invariance, their wave functions are regarded as
plane waves [1]. Although the nuclear matter is a hypothetical substance, the saturation
properties of symmetric nuclear matter can be extracted from experimental observations in
the central region of heavy nuclei [2, 3]. Furthermore, the equation of state of neutron-rich
matter plays very important roles in the investigations of many astrophysical processes,
such as, supernova explosion, neutron star cooling, binary neutron star merger, and so
on [4–9]. Recently, with the worldwide development of radioactive facilities, many neutron-
rich nuclei were discovered, where the isospin properties of nuclear matter are hopefully
extracted, i.e., the symmetry energy and its slope [10, 11]. Moreover, the central density of
compact star is closed to five times of nuclear saturation density, which is far beyond the
present experimental abilities. Therefore, the properties of nuclear matter from theoretical
researches are highly demanded from both the investigations of neutron-rich nuclei and
nuclear astrophysics [12–15].
Due to the complexity of nucleon-nucleon (NN) potential, the study of nuclear matter
is not as straightforward as the electron gas in condensed matter physics, although both of
them are considered as uniform systems. The first calculation on the properties of nuclear
matter was achieved by Euler eighty years ago with second-order perturbation theory based
on Hartree-Fock approximation, where the NN potential was chosen as a Gaussian func-
tion [16]. With abundant experimental data of NN scattering since 1940s, Jastrow proposed
that there was a very strong repulsive core at short-range distance between two nucleons in
free space [17]. It means that the nuclear many-body system cannot be treated in the view-
point of perturbation theory with the NN interaction derived from the NN scattering data,
i.e., realistic NN potential. Therefore, various nuclear many-body methods were developed
to study the nuclear matter in the past seventy years.
The strong repulsion of NN potential at the short-range distance must be renormalized
in nuclear medium to generate the bound states of finite nuclei and saturation properties of
symmetric nuclear matter. The earliest renormalization method was proposed by Brueckner
et al., where the repulsion can be removed by summations of all ladder diagrams included
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in the nuclear medium NN scattering process [18, 19]. The realistic NN interaction will be
replaced by a density-dependent potential, G matrix. It can be used to describe the nuclear
many-body system in Hartree-Fock approximation reasonably. Meanwhile, a variational
method was shown by Jastrow through considering correlation functions to transfer the trial
wave functions to the exact ones [20].
With the rapid developments of high-precision NN potentials and the computational
techniques, many advanced nuclear many-body methods with realistic NN potentials were
developed in nonrelativistic framework, such as Brueckner-Hartree-Fock method [21–23],
quantum Monte Carlo methods [24, 25], self-consistent Green’s function method [26],
coupled-cluster method [27, 28], many-body perturbation theory [29–31], functional renor-
malization group (FRG) method [32, 33], lowest order constrained variational method [34],
and so on. These methods can more or less obtain the saturation behaviors of symmetric
nuclear matter with modern high-precision NN potentials, like Reid93 potential, Nijmegen
potential [35], AV18 potential [36], CD-Bonn potential [37], chiral N3LO potentials [38, 39]
and chiral N4LO potentials [40–44]. However, all saturation properties from these calcula-
tions cannot reproduce the empirical data, E/A = −16 ± 1 MeV at n0 = 0.16 ± 0.01 fm
−3
only with two-body nuclear force. In order to reproduce the reasonable saturation proper-
ties, the three-body nucleon force must be introduced in these nonrelativistic frameworks to
provide additional repulsion contributions [21, 45–47].
In 1980s, the relativistic version of Brueckner-Hartree-Fock method was firstly proposed
by Anastasio et al. [48], then developed by Horowitz et al. [49] and Brockmann et al. [50] In
the relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (RBHF) model, a repulsive contribution is obtained
from the relativistic effect, which can properly describe the nuclear saturation properties with
two-body realistic NN potential. Li et al. also verified that the contributions from three-
body force and Z diagram, i.e. the nucleon-antinucleon excitation from the relativistic effect
are partially in accord with each other [51], since the nucleon-antinucleon excitation affects
the energy of nuclear matter in RBHF model via the second-order term of scalar meson,
which can be regarded as one component of the microscopic three-body force generated by
the two-meson exchange between nucleon excitation states. Furthermore, the RBHF model
was also applied to investigate the superfluity of nuclear matter, properties of neutron star
and help to fit the free parameters of nuclear density functional theories [52–55]. Recently,
Shen et al. realized a fully self-consistent calculation of RBHF model in finite nuclei system
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and extended this framework on the neutron drops [56–58]. The exact treatment for the
angular integration of the center-of-mass momentum in asymmetric nuclear matter was also
worked out by Tong et al. [59] within RBHF model.
In RBHF model, the nuclear medium effect must be taken into account in the NN
potential. Therefore, only few NN interactions can be adopted, such as Bonn potentials [60,
61]. With a large number of two-nucleon scattering data, many high-precision NN potentials
were proposed based on the charge-dependent partial wave analysis from 1990s, as mentioned
before, like Reid93 [35], AV18 [36], CD-Bonn potentials [37], and so on. In addition, the
chiralNN potentials derived from the chiral perturbation theory were also developed rapidly.
The high-precision chiral NN potentials, N4LO potentials [40–44], were already presented
up to the fifth chiral expansion order. These state-of-the-art chiral potentials have been
widely applied to describe the structures of finite nuclei and the saturation properties of
infinite nuclear matter. When the three-body and four-body forces obtained from chiral
perturbation theory systematically are included, the properties of light nuclei and nuclear
matter were reproduced perfectly below the breakdown scales [41, 45–47]. In such controlled
hierarchy, the uncertainties from the few-body forces can be nicely estimated. We discussed
such truncation errors and breakdown scale with Bayesian method for symmetric nuclear
matter and pure neutron matter with latest chiral potentials [62]. It was found that the
breakdown scale of these chiral potentials is around 600 MeV and the uncertainties from
high-order potentials increase with density. With such investigation, the properties of nuclear
matter below 0.4 fm−3 should be believable for present chiral potentials. However, the study
of compact star requires the equation of state of nuclear matter above 0.8 fm−3 . Therefore,
it is very import to adopt an available many-body method and high-precision NN potentials
for a better description of the nuclear matter especially in the high density region.
In principle, the high-precision CD-Bonn potential with the same framework of Bonn
potential can be used in RBHF model. However, its pseudoscalar coupling scheme between
pion and nucleon in relativistic framework will generate a very strong attractive contribution
and thus can not reproduce the empirical saturation properties. Therefore, we attempted to
use pseudovector coupling instead of the pseudoscalar one between pion and nucleon. New
pvCD-Bonn potentials were obtained by fitting the NN phase shifts from the Nijmegen
partial wave analysis, which can be used in the RBHF model [63].
In this work, properties of nuclear matter will be calculated in RBHFmodel with the latest
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pvCD-Bonn potentials. The exact angular integration of center-of-mass momentum will also
be achieved. There are three pvCD-Bonn potentials with different tensor components, whose
effects to saturation properties will be investigated. Furthermore, the charge symmetry
breaking (CSB) and charge independent breaking (CIB) effects also will be discussed, which
were calculated by Sammarruca et al. in Brueckner-Hartree-Fock method with the original
CD-Bonn potential [64]. This paper is arranged as follows: in section II, the necessary
formulas of RBHF model for asymmetric nuclear matter will be introduced. In section III,
properties of nuclear matter calculated by the new pvCD-Bonn potentials will be presented,
including the equations of state of nuclear matter, the single-particle potentials, partial-wave
contributions to the potential energy, CSB and CIB effects in nuclear matter, and so on.
In section IV, summaries and conclusions will be shown. The supplement derivations of in-
medium Blankenbecler-Sugar (BbS) equation and the numerical details involved in practical
calculations are given in the appendices.
II. THE RELATIVISTIC BRUECKNER-HARTREE-FOCK MODEL IN NU-
CLEAR MATTER
In RBHF model, the single-nucleon energy in nuclear matter, Eτ is given by a Dirac
equation with a single-particle potential Uτ [50, 59],
(α · p+ βMτ + βUτ )uτ(p, s) = Eτ (p)uτ(p, s), (1)
where the subscript τ = p , n indicates proton or neutron. Mτ is the nucleon mass and
uτ (p, s) is the spinor solution of this Dirac equation with momentum p and spin s. The
single-particle potential in nuclear matter can be expressed as,
Uτ = Uτ,s + γ
0U0τ,v − γ · pU
i
τ,v, (2)
which is decomposed into a scalar component Uτ,s and a vector one Uτ,v due to the trans-
lational invariance and rotation invariance of infinite nuclear matter. The available inves-
tigations showed that the momentum dependence of scalar and vector potentials are very
weak. Furthermore, the magnitude of the spacelike component of vector potential, U iτ,v, is
negligible comparing to the timelike one, U0τ,v, and the scalar potential, Uτ,s [54].
Here, it must be emphasized that actually there are two schemes in RBHF model to
determine the Dirac structure of the nucleon self-energy. The first one is what we have
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done following the framework of Brockmann and Machleidt [50], where the momentum
dependence of the Dirac components of self-energy are neglected and the components are
derived from the momentum dependence of the single-particle energies. The second one is
evaluating the Dirac structure of the nucleon self-energy using a projection technique and
keep the momentum dependence [55]. These two schemes can yield rather similar results
for scalar and vector potentials in symmetric nuclear matter. However, as an example we
mention that the isospin-dependent behavior of the effective nucleon masses in asymmetric
nuclear matter, related to their scalar potentials, are completely opposite [65] . Therefore, in
this work, we will use the Brockmann-Machleidt scheme to discuss the properties of nuclear
matter with pvCD-Bonn potentials and investigate them in the future using the project
method.
Therefore, the single-particle potential is approximately written as
Uτ ≈ Uτ,s + γ
0Uτ,v. (3)
Within such approximation, the Dirac equation (1) in nuclear medium will be reduced as,
(α · p+ βM∗τ )uτ (p, s) = E
∗
τ (p)uτ (p, s) (4)
with effective nucleon mass and energy dressed in nuclear medium,
M∗τ =Mτ + Uτ,s, E
∗
τ = E − Uτ,v. (5)
The wave function of Dirac equation in nuclear matter (4) can be solved analytically as a
plane wave,
uτ (p, s) =
√
E∗τ +M
∗
τ
2M∗τ
(
1
σ·p
M∗τ+E
∗
τ
)
χs, (6)
where χs stands the spin wavefunction for s state and E
∗
τ (p) =
√
p2 +M∗2τ is the in-medium
on-shell single-particle energy. The normalization condition of spinor is u¯(p, s)u(p, s) = 1,
here.
The nucleon state vector can be expressed as |p, s〉 = u(p, s) and with its conjugated
vector 〈p, s| = u†(p, s). Hence, there will be an extra factor M∗/E∗ to normalize the
nucleon state due to the choice of u¯(p, s)u(p, s) = 1,
M∗
E∗
〈p, s|p, s〉 = 1. (7)
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The expectation value of single-particle potential can be evaluated within nucleon state
vectors,
Uτ (p) =
M∗τ
E∗τ
〈p, s|βUτ |p, s〉τ =
M∗τ
E∗τ
Uτ,s + Uτ,v, (8)
where the Uτ,s and Uτ,v are regarded as momentum independent. Their detailed values
should be determined by the NN interaction.
In RBHF model, the realistic NN interactions are replaced by effective G matrices
due to the nuclear medium effect, where the strong repulsion of realistic NN potential
at short-range distance is renormalized through summations of two-nucleon scattering lad-
der diagrams. These diagrams can be contracted as an integral equation in free space,
i.e., Bethe-Salpeter equation [66] in four-dimension space. It is usually reduced to a three-
dimension equation to simplify the calculations. There are many reduction schemes, such
as, Blankenbecler-Sugar (BbS) equation [67], Thompson equation [68], Kadyshevsky equa-
tion [69], and so on. Since the pvCD-Bonn potentials were obtained in the framework of BbS
equation at free space [63], the G matrix in present RBHF model should be the solutions of
BbS equation in nuclear medium derived at appendix A, which is written as,
Gτ1τ2(q
′,q|P) = Vτ1τ2(q
′,q) +
∫
d3k
(2π)3
Vτ1τ2(q
′,k)
2Wk
W0 +Wk
Qτ1τ2(k,P)
W0 −Wk
Gτ1τ2(k,q|P), (9)
where q , k, and q′ are initial, intermediate, and final relative momenta, respectively. P is
the two-nucleon center-of-mass momentum in nuclear matter rest frame. τ denotes the third
component of nucleon isospin. The transformations between nuclear matter rest frame and
center-of-mass frame are
k =
p′ − p
2
, P =
p+ p′
2
. (10)
In BbS equation (9), Vτ1τ2 and Gτ1τ2 are related to the covariant amplitudes V¯τ1τ2 and G¯τ1τ2
with additional factors derived from the normalization convention in Eq. (7), which are
expressed as
Vτ1τ2 =
M∗τ
E∗τ1
V¯τ1τ2
M∗τ1
E∗τ2
, Gτ1τ2 =
M∗τ
E∗τ1
G¯τ1τ2
M∗τ1
E∗τ2
. (11)
To prevent the scattering states into the Fermi sea, a Pauli blocking operator
Qτ1τ2(k,P) =
{
1 (|P+ k| > kτ1F and |P− k| > k
τ2
F ),
0 (otherwise),
(12)
is taken into account comparing to the free BbS equation, where kτF represents the Fermi
momentum for nucleon τ . Furthermore, W0 = E
∗
τ1
(P+ q) +E∗τ2(P− q) and Wk = E
∗
τ1
(P+
k) + E∗τ2(P− k) are the starting and intermediate energies respectively.
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The equation of state (EOS) of nuclear matter is a function of baryon number density,
nb and asymmetry parameter, α,
nb = np + nn, α =
nn − np
nb
, (13)
where np, nn are the baryon densities of proton and neutron. The averaged Fermi momentum
is defined as kF = (3π
2nb/2)
1
3 , therefore Fermi momenta of proton and neutron are shown
as
kpF = (1− α)
1
3kF , and k
n
F = (1 + α)
1
3kF . (14)
When the Hartree-Fock approximation is applied, the single-particle potential of nucleon
with isospin τ is evaluated through G matrix
Uτ (p) =
∑
τ ′
∑
ss′
∫ p′6kτ
F d3p′
(2π)3
〈ps,p′s′|Gττ ′|ps,p
′s′ − p′s′,ps〉. (15)
In asymmetric nuclear matter, when charge symmetry breaking (CSB) and charge indepen-
dence breaking (CIB) effects are considered, the G matrices are divided by Gpp, Gnp, Gpn,
and Gnn. The corresponding single-particle potential for proton or neutron can be written
as
Uτ = Uτp + Uτn. (16)
At a given density, a self-consistent numerical calculation for singe-particle potential via
Eq. (15) is started with initial scalar and vector potentials for proton and neutron. The G
matrices are solved with two-body NN potential including the nuclear medium effect from
Eq. (9). Then the new scalar and vector potentials can be extracted through Eq. (8). With
the new scalar potentials, next-round calculation is worked out, until proton and neutron
scalar potentials are converged at an acceptable accuracy. Finally, the energy per nucleon
of nuclear matter at a fixed nb and α is evaluated by
E
A
=
1
nb
∑
τ,s
∫ p6kτF d3p
(2π)3
M∗τ
E∗τ
〈p, s|α · p+ βMτ |p, s〉 −
1− α
2
Mp −
1 + α
2
Mn
+
1
2nb
∑
ττ ′
∑
ss′
∫ p6kτF d3p
(2π)3
∫ p′6kτ ′F d3p′
(2π)3
〈ps,p′s′|Gττ ′|ps,p
′s′ − p′s′,ps〉.
(17)
In practical calculations, the variables, p and p′, in integrals (15) and (17) are replaced
by q and P. With further partial wave decomposition, G matrices are projected into LSJ
representation. The solid angle dependence is removed in these integrals. The detailed
expressions for numerical calculations are explicitly given in Appendix B.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
1. The properties of symmetric nuclear matter and pure neutron matter
In our previous work [63], three charge-dependent Bonn potentials, named as pvCD-
Bonn A, B, C, with pseudovector (PV) coupling between nucleon and pion were obtained by
fitting the NN scattering phase shifts driven from Nijmegen partial wave analysis. These
three potentials are almost identical except their tensor components due to the different πN
coupling strengths. The D-state probabilities of deuteron, PD generated by pvCD-Bonn A,
B, C potentials are 4.22%, 5.45%, and 6.05%, respectively.
1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
kF [fm−1]
−25
−20
−15
−10
−5
0
E/
A 
[M
eV
]
(a) A
B
C
A
B
Cα=0.0
1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
kF [fm−1]
0
10
20
30
40
50
(b)
α=1.0 RBHFBHF
FIG. 1: Equations of state of symmetric nuclear matter and pure neutron matter calculated by
BHF and RBHF models with pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials. The panel (a) for symmetric nuclear
matter with the rectangular patch labeling the empirical saturation region. Panel (b) for pure
neutron matter.
In panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 1, the energies per nucleon, E/A as functions of Fermi
momentum, kF , i.e., equations of state, for symmetric nuclear matter and pure neutron
matter, calculated by RBHF model are plotted within pvCD-Bonn potentials as solid curves,
respectively. It can be found that saturation properties of symmetric nuclear matter from
pvCD-Bonn A are closest to the empirical values shown as the rectangular area among
three potentials. Its energy per nucleon, −16.83 MeV satisfies the value extracted from the
mass formula of finite nuclei, while the corresponding saturation density, n0 is 0.192 fm
−3,
that is higher than the normal one, 0.16 ± 0.01 fm−3. On the other hand, the saturation
density from pvCD-Bonn B potential, n0 = 0.158 fm
−3, however its energy per nucleon
at saturation density is just −12.91 MeV. These differences between calculations of RBHF
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model and empirical values may be caused by that the non-nucleon degree of freedom, like
the ∆-isobar should be included in the NN interaction as shown in recent works [70–72].
The pvCD-Bonn A potential owns the weakest tensor component in three potentials and
generates the largest saturation binding energy. On the whole, these results and conclusions
are similar with those from Bonn potentials by Brockmann and Machleidt [50]. For the pure
neutron matter, the differences of energy per nucleon among three potentials are quite small.
It is because that the tensor effect is very weak in pure neutron matter [73–75], where the
total isospin of two neutron is T = 1 and contribution of tensor force is largely suppressed.
Furthermore, the equations of state of symmetric nuclear matter and pure neutron mat-
ter are also obtained in the nonrelativistic framework of BHF model with the same NN
potentials, which are given as dashed curves in Fig. 1. At low density region, their ener-
gies per nucleon are very similar with those in RBHF model. With the density increasing,
the relativistic effect from the nucleon-antinucleon excitation, becomes obvious, provides
strong repulsive contributions, and leads to reasonable saturation properties of symmetric
nuclear matter, which plays a similar role with the three-body force in the nonrelativis-
tic ab initio approaches. Actually, Li et al. also confirmed that the three-body force and
nucleon-antinucleon Z-diagram create the equivalent contributions in nuclear matter [51].
Furthermore, the free nucleon mass in NN potential will be replaced by an effective nucleon
mass, derived from the scalar potential to achieve the self-consistent RBHF calculation.
0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
n0 [fm−3]
−20
−15
−10
−5
E/
A 
[M
eV
]
A (4.22%)
A (4.47%)
B (5.10%)
B (5.45%)
C (5.53%)
C (6.05%)
(a)
0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
n0 [fm−3]
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
P D
 (%
)
(b)
AA
B
BC
C
Bonn
p CD-Bonn
FIG. 2: A relativistic Coester band. The rectangle patch indicates empirical saturation region.
The open patterns refer to the saturation properties from Bonn potentials, while the solid ones
correspond to those from pvCD-Bonn potentials.
In available investigations, the saturation properties of symmetric nuclear matter from
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BHF model included strong correlations with the strengths of tensor force in realistic two-
body NN interactions, which can be represented by the D-state probability of deuteron,
PD. In general, the weaker tensor strength (smaller PD) generates a larger saturation den-
sity and deeper binding energy. This correlation relation was so-called ”Coester band” [76].
In the panel (a) of Fig. 2, the saturation densities and the corresponding energies per nu-
cleon of symmetric nuclear matter from pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials and Bonn A, B,
C potentials in RBHF model are shown. There is a fine linear relationship between them
with different PD and this relativistic Coester band can cross over the empirical saturation
region. Generally speaking, the NN potential with lower PD, around 4%− 5% is preferred
to generate relatively reasonable saturation properties. The correlation between D-state
probability and saturation density is shown in the panel (b) with different potentials. A
larger tensor component results in a smaller saturation density. This is because that the
tensor force provides the largely attractive contributions in low density region for symmetric
nuclear matter and makes the saturation density go back, while the short-range correlation
becomes more important with density increasing [77].
The pseudoscalar (PS) coupling and pseudovector (PV) coupling schemes between pion
and nucleon from quantum field theory are equivalent for on-shell nucleon, since their cou-
pling constants satisfy the relation, gπ/2M = fπ/mπ. However, their off-shell matrices have
significant differences as shown in our previous work about pvCD-Bonn potentials [63]. In
present relativistic nuclear many-body methods, the PV coupling is adopted, which can sup-
press the contributions from the antinucleon, i.e., pair suppression mechanism, and generate
reasonable physical results. On the contrary, the PS coupling will drive a largely spurious
attraction [78, 79]. Therefore, in relativistic Hartree-Fock model [80–82] and RBHF model,
the PV coupling interaction between pion and nucleon is required. In Fig. 3, the equations
of state of symmetric nuclear matter and pure neutron matter from RBHF model within the
original CD-Bonn potential by Machleidt [37] are plotted and are compared with the results
within pvCD-Bonn potentials. For symmetric nuclear matter, the saturation binding energy
of CD-Bonn potential is about −140 MeV. This extra attraction is obviously derived from
the PS coupling. On the other hand, the equation of state of pure neutron matter from CD-
Bonn potential is quite similar with those from pvCD-Bonn potentials. It is because that
the contribution from pion interaction in one-boson-exchange potential is largely suppressed
in pure neutron matter due the total isospin of two neutrons, T = 1, which almost does not
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play any role in total energy.
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FIG. 3: The equations of state of symmetric matter and pure neutron matter from CD-Bonn and
pvCD-Bonn potentials.
The calculations of RBHF model are usually complicated and time-consuming. To apply
these results in other aspects easily, the equations of state of symmetric nuclear matter from
pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials are better to be parameterized around the saturation density,
n0. It is suggested that the energy per nucleon can be expanded as the following function
in Ref. [83],
E0
A
(nb) = a
(
nb
n0
)η
+ b
(
nb
n0
)β
(αJ = 0). (18)
Furthermore, the symmetry energy closed to the saturation density n0 also can be expressed
as
Esym(nb) = c
(
nb
n0
)γ
. (19)
It can be approximately obtained from differences between the energies per nucleon of pure
neutron matter and symmetric nuclear matter,
Esym(nb) ≈
E
A
(nb, α = 1)−
E
A
(nb, α = 0). (20)
The corresponding values of a , b, c and η, β, γ are obtained by fitting the numerical results
of RBHF model with pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials, which are listed in Table I and shown
in Fig. 4. These parameters are also consistent with the results from Bonn potentials worked
out by Tong et al. [59] It can be found that the energy per nucleon and symmetry energy
from RBHF model shown as open and solid circles are well parameterized by the fitting
functions, Eqs. (18) and (20), denoted by the solid curves in Fig. 4.
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TABLE I: Parameters in Eqs. (18) and (20) for the equations of state of symmetric nuclear matter
and symmetry energies from RBHF model with pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials.
n0 [fm
−3] a [MeV] η b [MeV] β c [MeV] γ
pvCD-Bonn A 0.192 -20.86 0.64 4.03 3.28 36.75 0.73
pvCD-Bonn B 0.158 -15.87 0.58 2.96 3.08 29.05 0.65
pvCD-Bonn C 0.139 -13.06 0.52 2.34 2.95 25.12 0.59
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nb [fm 3]
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pvCD-Bonn B
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nb [fm−3]
0
15
30
45
60
E s
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 [M
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]
(b)
FIG. 4: The energies per nucleon and symmetry energies parameterized by Eqs. (18) and (20) for
pvCD-Bonn potentials. The opened circles are the fitting data and solid ones are used to check
the reliability of parameterizations.
The saturation properties, saturation density, n0 and corresponding energy per nucleon,
E/A, incompressibility, K∞, symmetry energy, Esym, the slope of symmetry energy, L are
summarized in Table II for pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials from RBHF model. The results
from Bonn potentials are also listed for comparison worked by Tong et al. [59] These empirical
observables are strongly correlated to tensor components in NN potentials, i.e., the D-
state probability of deuteron, PD. The incompressibilities, symmetry energies, and their
slopes at saturation densities satisfy the conventional constraints extracted from properties
of finite nuclei within limits. Especially, the smaller values, L, are preferred by recent
measurements about the neutron skin of finite nuclei and gravitational waves from binary
neutron star merger [5, 9]. Although G matrices were obtained by Thompson equation for
Bonn potentials, their PD dependence of saturation properties are accordance with those
derived by BbS equation for pvCD-Bonn potentials.
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TABLE II: The saturation properties of nuclear matter. The data of Bonn A, B, C are collected
from [59]. n0 refers to the saturation densities.
PD n0 E/A K∞ Esym L
pvCD-Bonn A 4.22% 0.192 -16.83 315 36.8 80.5
pvCD-Bonn B 5.45% 0.158 -12.91 206 29.1 56.7
pvCD-Bonn C 6.05% 0.139 -10.72 151 25.1 44.5
Bonn A 4.47% 0.180 -15.38 286 33.7 75.8
Bonn B 5.10% 0.164 -13.44 222 29.9 63.0
Bonn C 5.53% 0.149 -12.12 176 26.8 51.7
Empirical 0.16±0.01 -16±1 240±20 31.7±3.2 58.7± 28.1
[84] [85] [4] [4]
In nuclear density functional theories, it was found that the slope of symmetry energy
at saturation density has strong linear correlations with the neutron skins of 208Pb and
the symmetry energy [10, 11]. In Fig. 5, the relation between Esym and L at saturation
density are shown for pvCD-Bonn potentials and Bonn potentials. They also have the
strong linear correlation with different PD. In general, the lower PD provides a larger
symmetry energy and a larger slope. Since the tensor force will suppress the depth of
bound state in symmetric nuclear matter. Recently, the behaviors of symmetry energy at
high density also attracted the wide attentions. The ASY-EOS experiment at GSI in 2016
showed that the symmetry energy at 2nE0 and 3nE0 should be around 50.82 − 60.39 MeV
and 64.34 − 84.74 MeV, respectively, where nE0 = 0.16 fm
−3 is the empirical saturation
density [86]. Furthermore, many theoretical works also presented their constraints on the
density dependence of symmetry energy, like the chiral effective theory [87, 88]. Therefore,
in Table III, symmetry energies at nE0, 2nE0, and 3nE0 are listed for pvCD-Bonn and
Bonn potentials. It is obvious that the density-dependent behaviors of symmetry energy
from pvCD-Bonn A and Bonn A potentials satisfy the observations from the ASY-EOS
experiment.
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FIG. 5: The relations between symmetry energies and their slopes at saturation densities for
pvCD-Bonn and Bonn potentials.
TABLE III: The values of symmetry energy at different densities obtained from pvCD-Bonn and
Bonn potentials. nb in unit fm
−3 and symmetry energy in unit MeV.
nb pvCD-Bonn A pvCD-Bonn B pvCD-Bonn C Bonn A Bonn B Bonn C
0.16 32.17 29.29 27.29 30.87 29.41 28.10
0.32 53.36 45.96 41.08 51.92 47.77 43.79
0.48 71.74 59.82 52.19 70.37 63.45 56.77
2. The potentials of symmetric nuclear matter
The scalar and vector potentials are two important quantities in RBHF model to connect
the Dirac equation and G matrices through the nucleon single-particle potential, which also
denote the attraction and repulsion of NN interaction at different ranges, respectively. In
Fig. 6, the scalar and vector potentials from pvCD-Bonn potentials in symmetric nuclear
matter and pure neutron matter are given in panel (a) and panel (b), respectively. In present
work, they are assumed to be only density dependent and momentum independent, which
are extracted from Eqs. (8) and (15). The self-consistent calculation of RBHF model is
determined by the convergence of proton and neutron scalar potentials. At low density
regions, US and UV from three pvCD-Bonn potentials are almost identical. Their differences
among the three potentials become obvious with density increasing. For vector potential,
the pvCD-Bonn C provides more repulsive contribution both in symmetric nuclear matter
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and pure neutron matter, while for scalar potential, pvCD-Bonn C potential generates more
attractive component in pure neutron matter case.
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FIG. 6: The scalar and vector potentials as functions of nucleon density in symmetric nuclear
matter and pure neutron matter.
The BbS equation actually was solved in partial wave LSJ representation. In these
calculations, the largest total angular momentum is taken up to J = 8. In Fig. 7, the main
contributions of partial waves to the potential energy of nucleon at isospin-triplet channels
[pp, nn, np(T = 1)] are displayed for the symmetric nuclear matter from pvCD-Bonn A
potential. There are quite small differences among pp, nn, np(T = 1), related to the
charge symmetry breaking (CSB) and charge independent breaking (CIB) effects of realistic
NN potential [37]. These two effects will be discussed in detail later. The partial wave
contributions with J 6 2 play the dominant roles in the potential energy of nucleon. At low
density region, 1S0 channel generates most of the attraction, which represents the central
force in NN interaction. Furthermore, 1D2 and
3P2-
3F2 channels also provide the partially
bound energies. On the other hand, 3P0 and
3P1 channels give the repulsive contributions,
where 3P1 channel has the stronger magnitude.
In Fig. 8, the corresponding partial wave contributions from isospin-singlet channel to
the potential energy is also shown. There is only np potential due to the Pauli exclusion
principle. The spin-triplet channel, 3S1-
3D1, provides the strongest attractive contribution
and 3P1 channels generates the largest repulsive one. Especially, the
3S1-
3D1 coupled channel
mainly comes from the tensor force in NN potentials. There is a saturation point in the
contribution of 3S1-
3D1 channel, whose saturation density is very closed to that of symmetric
matter. In fact, it can be found the contributions of each partial wave from three pvCD-
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FIG. 7: Partial wave contributions from isospin-triplet channels to the potential energy in sym-
metric matter obtained by pvCD-Bonn A.
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FIG. 8: Partial wave contributions from isospin-singlet channel to the potential energy in symmetric
matter obtained by pvCD-Bonn A potential.
Bonn potentials are almost the same except the one from 3S1-
3D1 channel. Therefore, the
energy from 3S1-
3D1 channel determines the saturation properties of symmetric nuclear
matter. This is why the saturation properties of nuclear matter is so closely related with
the strength of tensor force, or alternatively, the D-state probability of deuteron, PD [77].
To discuss the CSB and CIB effects of NN potentials in nuclear matter, the detailed
values of partial wave contributions in symmetric nuclear matter from pvCD-Bonn potentials
are listed in Tables IV and V at empirical saturation density, nE0 = 0.16 fm
−3 and nb = 0.32
fm−3, respectively. These partial wave contributions from pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials
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are very similar in each channel, expect the coupled channels, 3S1-
3D1 and
3P2-
3F2. It is
easy to understand these results, because pvCD-Bonn potentials can precisely describe the
phase shifts obtained from the Nijmegen partial wave analysis. Their differences mainly
comes from the mixing parameters, ε1 and ε2 of
3S1-
3D1 and
3P2-
3F2 channels, which also
are determined by the tensor force component of NN potential
In symmetric nuclear matter, the Fermi momenta of proton and neutron are completely
identical. The differences of partial wave contribution in the same channel can be derived
only from the CSB or CIB effect. The charge symmetry of NN potential is invariant under
a transformation from proton-proton (pp) interaction to neutron-neutron (nn) interaction
after removing the Coulomb force between protons. The CSB effect in nuclear matter is
regarded to the differences between energy contributions from pp and nn interactions. From
Tables IV and V, it demonstrates that the CSB effect is mainly embodied in 1S0 channel.
The energy differences from nn and pp potentials are about 0.04 − 0.06 MeV. In addition,
the CIB effect is obtained by comparing the partial wave contributions from np with those
from pp and nn. In each isospin-triplet channel, the potential energy from np interaction
has the significant distinction with those from pp and nn interactions. The largest difference
is around 0.35 MeV. Therefore, in nuclear matter with pvCD-Bonn potentials, the CIB
effect has a more obvious signature comparing to the CSB effect. Actually, there was also
a similar conclusion for the NN singlet scattering length and effective range at 1S0 channel
in Refs. [36, 37].
3. The properties of asymmetric nuclear matter
The asymmetric nuclear matter with different fractions of protons and neutrons are very
important for the investigations of compact star and supernova simulations [12, 13, 89].
The Pauli operators in the medium BbS equation will become more complicated due to the
distinguished Fermi integration spheres of proton and neutron. The detailed formulas about
the evaluation of asymmetric nuclear matter are given in the appendix B. The equations of
state of asymmetric nuclear matter with different asymmetry parameters, α, are plotted in
Fig. 9 from pvCD-Bonn potentials. With the neutron numbers increasing, the equation of
states of asymmetric nuclear matter are not saturated and not bound above α = 0.8. The
differences of three equations of state among pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials also quickly
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TABLE IV: The partial wave contributions derived by nn, pp, np interactions from pvCD-Bonn
potentials at nb = 0.16 fm
−3 in the unit MeV.
pvCD-Bonn A pvCD-Bonn B pvCD-Bonn C
pp np nn total pp np nn total pp np nn total
1S0 -5.28 -5.44 -5.32 -16.04 -5.28 -5.46 -5.32 -16.06 -5.26 -5.45 -5.30 -16.01
3P0 -0.26 -0.18 -0.27 -0.71 -0.31 -0.23 -0.31 -0.85 -0.32 -0.24 -0.32 -0.88
1P1 3.64 3.64 3.77 3.77 3.78 3.78
3P1 3.78 3.66 3.78 11.22 3.85 3.69 3.84 11.38 3.89 3.78 3.89 11.56
3S1−
3D1 -17.50 -17.50 -14.72 -14.72 -12.72 -12.72
1D2 -0.68 -0.66 -0.69 -2.03 -0.67 -0.65 -0.68 -2.00 -0.67 -0.65 -0.68 -2.00
3D2 -3.15 -3.15 -3.16 -3.16 -3.17 -3.17
3P2−
3F2 -2.14 -2.07 -2.15 -6.46 -2.06 -1.98 -2.08 -6.22 -2.05 -1.98 -2.06 -6.19
1F3 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.64
3F3 0.43 0.37 0.43 1.23 0.43 0.37 0.43 1.23 0.42 0.37 0.42 1.21
3D3−
3G3 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.15
TABLE V: The partial wave contributions derived by nn, pp, np interactions from pvCD-Bonn
potentials at nb = 0.32 fm
−3 in the unit MeV.
pvCD-Bonn A pvCD-Bonn B pvCD-Bonn C
pp np nn total pp np nn total pp np nn total
1S0 -6.45 -6.74 -6.50 -19.69 -6.54 -6.88 -6.60 -20.02 -6.54 -6.89 -6.60 -20.03
3P0 2.20 2.31 2.19 6.70 1.95 2.05 1.94 5.94 1.83 1.92 1.81 5.56
1P1 8.89 8.89 9.10 9.10 9.05 9.05
3P1 11.00 10.80 10.98 32.78 11.32 10.96 11.29 33.57 11.47 11.29 11.49 34.25
3S1−
3D1 -19.44 -19.44 -11.67 -11.67 -7.18 -7.18
1D2 -1.24 -1.22 -1.24 -3.70 -1.21 -1.19 -1.22 -3.62 -1.23 -1.21 -1.24 -3.68
3D2 -6.01 -6.01 -6.22 -6.22 -6.25 -6.25
3P2−
3F2 -4.03 -3.89 -4.05 -11.97 -3.92 -3.77 -3.94 -11.63 -3.93 -3.79 -3.94 -11.66
1F3 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.45 1.45
3F3 1.07 0.97 1.07 3.11 1.07 0.98 1.07 3.12 1.08 0.98 1.08 3.10
3D3−
3G3 0.54 0.54 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.48
reduced for larger α.
The energy per nucleon in asymmetric nuclear matter is regarded to be expanded as a
polynomial with a variable α2 around α = 0,
E
A
(nb, α) =
E0
A
(nb) + Esym(nb)α
2 +O(α4), (21)
where the coefficient in second term, Esym(nb) is defined as the symmetry energy. In Fig. 10,
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FIG. 9: The equations of state of asymmetric nuclear matter calculated by RBHF model with
different α from pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials.
the energy differences ∆E = E
A
(nb, α) −
E
A
(nb, 0), as functions of α
2 are plotted in present
calculations. It is a suitable way to check the expansion convergence of α in Eq. 21. In
the panel (a) of this figure, energy differences from three pvCD-Bonn potentials at empirical
saturation density nE0 = 0.16 fm
−3 have almost the linear relations with α2. It demonstrates
that the neglect of higher terms about α2 in the expansion of asymmetric nuclear matter is
reasonable. In panel (b), the validity of such linear relation is checked at different baryon
densities nb = 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 fm
−3 with pvCD-Bonn A potential, which still work
well.
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FIG. 10: The energy differences ∆E at fixed baryon density as functions of α2. In panel (a), the
∆E from pvCD-Bonn A, B, C potentials at fixed density nE0 = 0.16 fm
−3. In panel (b), ∆E from
pvCD-Bonn A potential at nb = 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 fm
−3.
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FIG. 11: The neutron (upper) and proton (lower) single-particle potentials in asymmetric nuclear
matter at different asymmetry parameter obtained by pvCD-Bonn A potential.
In Fig. (11), the neutron and proton single-particle potentials as functions of momentum
are displayed with different asymmetric parameters at nE0 = 0.16 fm
−3 (panel (a)) and
nb = 0.32 fm
−3 (panel (b)). In symmetric nuclear matter, these potentials for neutron and
proton are identical. With the fractions of neutron increasing, the neutron single-particle
potential become more repulsive, while the case of proton is opposite. It means that the
proton obtains more attractive contribution from the NN potential. Therefore the effective
neutron mass is larger than the proton one in neutron-rich matter. The differences between
neutron and proton single-particle potentials become smaller with momentum for a fixed α
and increase with the nucleon density. This behavior of nucleon single-particle potential is
completely consistent with the work using the Bonn potentials by Sammarruca [54].
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Properties of nuclear matter were investigated in relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock
(RBHF) model with the latest charge-dependent nucleon-nucleon potentials, pvCD-Bonn
A, B, C, where the coupling scheme between pion and nucleon is taken as pseudovector
form. These three potentials have different tensor components. Furthermore, the center-of-
mass momentum related to G matrix was exactly integrated in present work without the
conventional angle-averaged approximation.
Firstly, the equations of state of symmetric nuclear matter and pure neutron matter
with three pvCD-Bonn potentials were obtained. Their saturation densities and saturation
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energies were closed to the empirical data for symmetric nuclear matter. These saturation
properties are strongly related to the tensor components of NN potentials, which can be
presented by the D-state probability of deuteron, PD. Generally speaking, the smaller
tensor component provides larger saturation density and more attractive binding energy.
They could be summarized as a relativistic Coester band with the results from pvCD-
Bonn and Bonn potentials. Furthermore, they were also compared to the results from
nonrelativistic framework. The relativistic effect provides more repulsive contribution and
generates reasonable saturation properties. For the pure neutron matter, the equations of
state from pvCD-Bonn potentials almost were identical, since the tensor contribution is very
weak in the isopin T = 1 case.
The original CD-Bonn potential with pseudoscalar (PS) coupling was also applied to
calculate the properties of nuclear matter. It was confirmed that the PS coupling between
pion and nucleon provides a too much attractive contribution and generates over-bound
state for symmetric nuclear matter, while it did not influence the pure neutron matter.
With these equations of state, the additional properties, such as incompressibility, symmetry
energy and its slope at saturation density were evaluated. These properties also satisfied the
constraints extracted from the finite nuclei experiments. The symmetry energies at higher
nuclear densities, such as twice or three times empirical saturation density from pvCD-Bonn
potentials were accordance with recent results from ASY-EOS experiment at GSI laboratory.
Through discussing the partial wave contributions to potential energy, it was found that
the differences among three pvCD-Bonn potentials for the symmetric nuclear matter mainly
came from the coupled channel 3S1-
3D1, since their phase shifts were only distinguished by
the mixing parameters ε1. In addition, the charge symmetry breaking (CSB) and charge
independent breaking (CIB) effects in nuclear matter were also investigated. The CSB
effect derived by the difference between pp and nn potentials embodied in 1S0 channel
about 0.04 − 0.06 MeV. The CIB effect from np to pp or nn potentials appeared in each
isospin-triplet channel and was more obvious than the CSB effect. The equations of state of
asymmetric nuclear matter were also calculated with pvCD-Bonn potentials. They were not
bound together when the asymmetry parameters were larger than 0.8. The magnitude of
neutron single-particle potential was higher than that from proton in neutron-rich matter,
which leads to the fact that the neutron effective mass in nuclear medium is larger than the
proton one.
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The RBHF model is a very powerful ab initio method in relativistic framework, which
can explain the saturation properties of nuclear matter reasonably by using only two-body
NN potential. With the newly developed high-precision charge-dependent Bonn potentials,
pvCD-Bonn A, B, C, more investigations will be done in nuclear physics, such as properties
of neutron star, the superfluity of nucleon in medium, and the saturation mechanism of
nuclear matter in future.
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Appendix A: In-medium Blanckenbecler-Sugar equation
In the conventional RBHF model, the G matrix was solved via the in-medium Thompson
equation, since the Bonn potentials were obtained by fitting the NN scattering data with
Thompson equation in free space [50, 61]. The pvCD-Bonn potentials were generated by
Blanckenbecler-Sugar (BbS) equation to keep the consistency with the original CD-Bonn
potential. Therefore, the in-medium BbS equation must be derived in this work, which has
been mentioned in the appendix A of Ref. [50]. The procedure of nucleon-nucleon scattering
is dominated by Bethe-Salpter (BS) equation, which is written as
T = V + VGT , (A1)
where T is an invariant amplitude for NN scattering and G is a two-nucleon propagator.
The BS equation in Eq. (A1) is defined in four-dimension space, explicitly, at center-of-mass
frame,
T (q′, q|P ) = V(q′, q|P ) +
∫
d4k
(2π)4
V(q′, k|P )G(k|P )T (k, q|P ), (A2)
where q, k, q′ are initial, intermediate, and final relative four-momenta, respectively. P =
(p1 + p2)/2 is one half of total momentum.
The propagator, G in Eq.(A1) is given as
G(k|P ) =
i
p1/−M1 + iǫ
i
p2/ −M2 + iǫ
, (A3)
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where M1 and M2 denote the nucleon masses, p1 = (E1,p1) and p2 = (E2,p2) are four-
momenta of two one-shell nucleons, respectively.
Actually, the BS equation is very difficult to be solved in four-dimension space for nu-
merical calculation. To simplify BS equation, the propagator G must be reduced into three-
dimension space as g. It should reserve unitary and covariant properties of original G in this
process. Therefore, g and G should have the same discontinuity across the branch cut,
Img(k|P ) = ImG(k|P ) = −2π2(p1/+M1)(p2/+M2)δ
(+)(p21 −M
2
1 )δ
(+)(p22 −M
2
2 ), (A4)
where δ(+)(p2i −M
2
i ) means that only the on-shell nucleons are involved (exclusion of anti-
nucleon).
It is more convenient to express Img in center-of-mass frame,
Img(k|P ) = −2π2(p1/+M1)(p2/+M2)
δ(p01 − E1)δ(p
0
2 −E2)
4E1E2
= −2π2
M1M2
E1E2
Λ
(1)
+ (p1)Λ
(2)
+ (p2)δ(2P0 −Wk)δ(k0 − E1/2 + E2/2)
= −4π2Wk
M1M2
E1E2
Λ
(1)
+ (p1)Λ
(2)
+ (p2)δ(s
′ −W 2k + 4P
2)δ(k0 − E1/2 + E2/2) (A5)
withWk = E1+E2 and the immediate total energy, s
′ = 4P 20 −4P
2. The projection operator
is defined by
Λ
(i)
+ (p) =
p/+Mi
2Mi
=
∑
λ
ui(p, λ)u¯i(p, λ), (A6)
where λ represents the eigenvalue of spin operator. Furthermore, the imaginary part (A5),
g(k, s) can be constructed by the dispersion integral,
g(k, s) =
1
π
∫ +∞
4M2
ds′
s′ − s− iǫ
Img(k, s′). (A7)
Here, we consider that the starting energy is written asW0 = EP+q+EP−q and s = W
2
0−4P
2.
Therefore, the four-dimension propagator, (A3) can be reduced to three-dimension one as
G(k|P )→ g(k, s) = 2πδ(k0 − E1/2 + E2/2)g¯(k, s) (A8)
with different choices for g¯(k, s). After integrating (A7), the BbS propagator is obtained
explicitly [67],
g¯BbS(k, s) = 2Wk
M1M2
E1E2
Λ
(1)
+ (P+ k)Λ
(2)
+ (P− k)
W 20 −W
2
k + iǫ
. (A9)
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The in-medium effects must be taken into account in the BbS propagator for nuclear many-
body system with Pauli operator Q,
g¯BbS(k, s) = 2Wk
M∗1M
∗
2
E∗1E
∗
2
Λ
(1)
+ (P+ k)Q(k,P)Λ
(2)
+ (P− k)
W 20 −W
2
k
. (A10)
We take this propagator into BS equation (A2) in three-dimension space,
T (q′,q|P) = V(q′,q|P)+
∫
d3k
(2π)3
2Wk
M∗1M
∗
2
E∗1E
∗
2
V(q′,k|P)Q(k,P)
Λ
(1)
+ (P+ k)Λ
(2)
+ (P− k)
W 20 −W
2
k
T (k,q′|P).
(A11)
With expressions of Dirac spinor, the invariance amplitude, T and NN potential, V can be
written as Lorentz scalars,
V¯ (q′,q) = u¯1(P+ q)u¯2(P− q)V(q
′,q|P)u1(P+ q)u2(P− q),
T¯ (q′,q|P) = u¯1(P+ q)u¯2(P− q)T (q
′,q|P)u1(P+ q)u2(P− q).
(A12)
Thus the BbS equation in nuclear medium, Eq. (A11), is rewritten as
T¯ (q′,q|P) = V¯ (q′,q) +
∫
d3k
(2π)3
M∗1M
∗
2
E∗1E
∗
2
V¯ (q′,k)
2Wk
W0 +Wk
Q(k,P)
W0 −Wk
T¯ (k,q|P). (A13)
The in-medium scattering amplitude and NN potential can be redefined with the normal-
ization condition of spinor (7),
G(q′,q|P) =
M∗1
E∗1
T¯ (q′,q|P)
M∗2
E∗2
and V (q′,q) =
M∗1
E∗1
V¯ (q′,q)
M∗2
E∗2
.
Finally the Eq. (A11) can be simplified as a more compact form,
G(q′,q|P) = V (q′,q) +
∫
d3k
(2π)3
V (q′,k)
2Wk
W0 +Wk
Q(k,P)
W0 −Wk
G(k,q|P). (A14)
Appendix B: The detailed formulas for asymmetric nuclear matter
In BbS equation, three momenta, q′,q, and P must be treated. When the asymmetric
nuclear matter is considered, the integrals about these momenta become very complicated,
especially for the Pauli operator. In conventional calculations of RBHF model, the Pauli
operator Qτ1τ2 in the propagator is replaced by its average over solid angle with different
cases [59].
For the case τ1τ2 = pp or nn:
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• (a) 0 < P 6 kτF :
Qavττ =


0 k < Γ,
k2−Γ2
2Pk
Γ 6 k < kτF + P,
1 k > P + kτF ,
(B1)
• (b) P > kτF :
Qavττ = 0.
with Γ =
√
kτ2F − P
2.
For the case τ1τ2 = np or pn:
• (a) 0 6 P 6 (knF − k
p
F )/2:
Qavnp =


0 k < knF − P,
(k+P )2−kn2
F
4Pk
knF − P 6 k < k
n
F + P,
1 k > P + knF .
(B2)
• (b) (knF − k
p
F )/2P 6 (k
n
F + k
p
F )/2:
Qavnp =


0 k < Γ,
k2−Γ2
2Pk
Γ 6 k < kpF + P,
(k+P )2−kn2F
4Pk
kpF + P 6 k < k
n
F + P,
1 k > knF + P.
(B3)
• (c) P > (kpF + k
n
F )/2:
Qavnp = 0,
with Γ =
√
(kp2F + k
n2
F )/2− P
2.
With this approximation, the solid angle dependence is removed in the integral of Eq. (9)
at partial wave representation,
GαJτ1τ2,ℓ1ℓ2(q
′, q|P ) = V αJτ1τ2,ℓ1ℓ2(q
′, q)+
∑
ℓ′
∫
k2dk V
αj
τ1τ2,ℓ1ℓ′
(q′, k)
2Wk
W0 +Wk
Qavτ1τ2(k, P )
W0 −Wk
GαJτ1τ2,ℓ′ℓ2(k, q|P ),
(B4)
where αj indicate six possible |LSJ〉 states with a fixed total angular momentum J . At the
same time, the single-particle potential (8) is transformed into center-of-mass frame, and
then decomposed into partial wave |LSJ〉 states. Its explicit expression is shown as [52],
Uτ1(p) =
∑
τ2=p,n
∫ kτ2F +p
2
0
dq · q2Cτ2(p, q)

tTτ1τ2∑
j,αj
(2J + 1)Gαjτ1τ2(qi|P
av
τ2 (p, q))

 . (B5)
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The coefficients tTτ1τ2 are concerned with different isospins,
t1nn = t
1
pp = 1, t
0
pn = t
0
pn =
1
2
, otherwise : tTτ1τ2 = 0.
The factor Cτ (p, q) are related with the Fermi momentum of nucleon,
Cτ =
{
8 0 < q 6
kτ
F
−p
2
,
kτ2F −(p−2q)
2
pq
kτF−p
2
< q 6
kτF+p
2
.
(B6)
The averaged total momentum in Pauli operator is given by
p 6 kF : P
av
τ =


√
p2 + q2 0 < q 6
kτ
F
−p
2
,
1
2
√
3p2 + kτ2F − 4pq
kτF−p
2
< q 6
kτF+p
2
.
(B7)
p > kF : P
av
τ =
1
2
√
3p2 + kτ2F − 4pq
p− kτF
2
< q 6
kτF + p
2
. (B8)
otherwise P avτ = 0.
When the total energy of nuclear matter is evaluated, the relevant integrals can also be
performed in center-of-mass frame and taken as the partial-wave decomposition [59],
1
2nb
∑
τ1τ2
∑
ss′
∫ p6kτ1
F d3p
(2π)3
∫ p′6kτ2
F d3p′
(2π)3
〈ps, p′s′|Gτ1τ2(Wτ1τ2)|ps, p
′s′〉
=
1
(2π)3
8
2nb
∑
τ1τ2
∫ (kτ1
F
+k
τ2
F
)/2
d3q
∫ |P+q|6kτ1F
|P−q|6k
τ2
F d3P tTτ1τ2
∑
J,αj
(2J + 1)Gαjτ1τ2(q, q|P ).
(B9)
The solid angle integration for center-of-mass momenta in last line of this equation is divided
into following cases.
For the case of τ1τ2 = pp, nn,
∫
dΩP =


2 0 6 P 6 kτF − q,
Γ2−P 2
Pq
kτF − q < P 6 Γ,
0 P > Γ,
(B10)
with Γ =
√
kτ2F − q
2.
For the case of τ1τ2 = np, pn,
∫
dΩP =


2 0 6 P 6 kpF − q,
kp2
F
−(q−P )2
2Pq
kpF − q < P 6 k
n
F − q,
Γ2−P 2
Pq
knF − q < P 6 Γ,
0 P > Γ,
(B11)
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with Γ =
√
(kp2F + k
n2
F )/2− q
2.
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